Announcing
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two major new

science resources

from McGraw-Hill.
McGraw-Hill
DICTIONARY OF PHYSICS
AND MATHEMATICS

Greenwich ns the prime meridian. To
quote the Encyclopedia Britannica
Micropaedia (1974, p. 1014): “Sir
Sandford Fleming, a Canadian Railway planner and engineer, outlined a
plan for worldwide standard time in
the late 1870s.Following this initiative, in 1884,delegates from 27 nations met in Washington, D.C., and
agreed on a system basically the same
as that now in use.”
H. Bruce Collier
Medical Laboratory Science.
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
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Daniel N. Lapedes, Editor-in-Chief
928 pages, illustrated

More than 20,OOO terms from
eve branch of hysies and
magematics-plus related
fields such as statistics, astronomy, and electronics-are
fully explained in this landmark
resource. For each term the
Dictiinary not only defines Its
uses but also identifies the field
in which the term principally
occurs. Synonyms, acronyms,
formulae, and abbreviations are also induded, and
more than 700 detailed gra hs. drawings, and photographs provide additionat)information.

GERMAN-ENGLISH
SCIENCE DICTIONARY,

,

Fourth Edition
Louis DeVries and Leon Jacolev
638 Page!S
This m p a d , easy-to-use dictionary is the most accessible
and helpful aid available to un-

derstanding scientific German.

Now with more than 6O.OOO
entries. the new edition covers
such diverse disciplines as

chemistry, physics, biology,
bac?eriology. nuclear science,

optics. medicine. geology.
comwter science. oaricutlure,
gektics,geo hy&i, astronomy, entomology, and
mecttane. h e 3 a quick:reference section. of
grammatical and synthetic gutdelinw. and a Iistmng
of both wmmon and scientific abbrevbtiom.
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15-DAY FREE EXAMINATION OFFER
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McGraw-Hill Book Company

1221 Avenue of the Ameriias
New brk, New brk 10020
Send methe followingbook(sjforl5 days’free
examination offer. At the end of that time, Iwill
either remit in full. plus local tax, postage and
handling. according to payment terms, or return the book(s) postpaid to McGraw-Hill.
0 McGraw-Hill: DICTIONARY OF PHYSICS
AND MATHEMATICS (045480-9). Pa
$11.50 within15 days after receipt, Sl1.d
one month later.
DeVries: GERMAN-ENGLISH SCIENCE
DICTIONARY, 4/e (016602-1) $i4.50
Name
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I SAVE MONEY! Remit in full with this ad and i
McGraw-Hill pays all regular postage and haw I
I dling charges. Full return privilegesStill apply. I
subpcr lo change mlhoul mIm
II This Prices
oNer subpcl scceplance by McGraw-Hi//. I
53527041083 I
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adopting what he calls the a&ntif,
form of expressing dates, e(.
July 4. In fact, the Chinese and Jap
started this practice a long
ago, and it is still the conventbw
way to express dates in t h w ha.
guages.
Incidentally, numbers in aiaer
and Japanese are always e x p r w
simply from large unit to
without inversions such as are fw
in nineteen (which would be hn.
nine) and achtundsiebzig.
Marshall E. Deutsch
41 Concord Road
Sudbury, MA

To the Editors:
There is one specific assertion in
Dr. Carrigan’s enjoyable article that
deserves comment. On p. 312the author says: “The introduction of decimal time would result in real costs for
clock conversion, but unlike the
metrification of weights and measures, only the tools of measuring
time would have to be changed.”
Within the International System
(S.I.) there are seven base units:
length, mass, time, temperature,
electrical current, luminous intensity,
and amount of a substance (mole). Of
course, there are many other “derived“ units of measure, such as the
unit for the rate of doing work (the

To the Editors:
Regarding Truman Kohman’s
servations on a “scientific fom”fa
representation of calendar dates, 3
should be noted that the all-numk
version of this representation a).
ready been adopted as an Amerim ,”:
National Standard in AX:S EX3.30-1971, Representation O!
Calendar Date and Ordinal Date fw
Information Interchange.
That the impulse to standardiution was generated by an obvious R. ys
quirement of the information prcr
cessing community should not be a
barrier to its widespread use k
human communicants.Neverthela

watt) and the unit ofspeed (meter per

one should be warned that the typia

-_

response to instructions for its use- ‘3
at least in a commercial envim %:
ment-is, “that isn’t the way I s ~ t l 5
taught in secretarial school.” Expe -+?
riencing that reaction leaves me wid -I<
small hope for rapid adoption of mm .
substantive calendrical reform, IY -5
matter how rational. One need onl! -‘~i”
recall the “give us back our ten daJ5- -?
reaction to the introduction of th -:&
Gregorian calendar in England.
The ordering of calendar date b
decreasing units is not limited
-1American National Standards Then
is an International Standard, 19
2014-1976, establishing the ”r :$
principle, and most countries
James A. Barnes
adopted it as their own natiom ‘*3
Time and Frequency Division
standard. Clearly this approach
U.S.Department of Commerce
essential only in the case of all-nunNational Bureau of Standards
ber representation, since ordering
Boulder, CO
an unneceSSafy redundancy when dr --_
words for months are used. It is d‘
f
formally unnecessary when romd’
To the Editors:
numerals are used systematidYf@’
f
In his letter responding to Richard months, along with arabic nume&
Carrigan’s article (Am. Sci. 66532, for days and years.
i
Sept. 1978),Truman Kohman hopeI fully support Dr. Kohman’s“:‘
t
fully suggests that the world start of the matter and am merely pin@
-r

second). Some of the more common
derived units are dependent on the
base units.
Since any change in the base units
impacts most of the derived units, it
is not true that if we changed the
definition of the unit of time, “only
the tools of measuring time would
have to be changed.” Indeed, the
proposal to change the second to,say,
about 10-5 days (in order to facilitate
a decimal clock) would constitute
approximately a 16% change in many
of those derived units. The confusion
and expense involved with such a
change would be quite significant.
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